
ENGINEERING A CITY’S MICROCLIMATE 
AND CREATING A HEALTHIER CITY

Vibrant outdoor life, whether it means an activity 
like walking, or just enjoying a meal on a restaurant 
patio, is one of the keys to having a liveable, dynamic 
city. There’s a growing understanding of low-cost but 
effective steps that cities can take to create outdoor 
environments that are welcoming. At RWDI, we call 
this “Total Comfort.” It can give cities an edge in the 
competition for residents, businesses, and visitors.

Urban designers and planners world-wide are caught in a squeeze 
between two needs. One is the need to help their city grow and increase 
economic viability. The other need is to keep neighborhoods liveable 
so that they are places where people will want to live, work and play.

Key to this is a focus on microclimates, which are small areas within a 
larger climate zone. Within a city, microclimate is affected by the urban 
landscape, which means surrounding buildings, their density, and 
arrangement. The microclimate is also affected by factors including 
height and location of a building, its shape and the cladding material.  

Without city planning’s consideration of the microclimate, when city 
residents venture outside, they may wish they’d stayed in. Depending 
on the season and location, they might encounter cold winds, hot sun, 
energy-sapping humidity, polluted air, or an environment in shadow 
from the tall buildings around. As a result, they have little incentive 
to go outside to form a sense of community, to exercise — or enjoy 
the area’s shops, arts venues, restaurants, and other attractions.
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It doesn’t have to be that way. That’s 
because contrary to common belief, we 
can do something about the weather.

Here, you’ll learn what cities around the 
world can and are doing to “engineer the 
microclimate.” This means expanding the 
times of year and times of day that urban 
outdoor environments are comfortable. 
Much of this is through engineering and 
managing those components that make 
up a microclimate: wind, sun, temperature, 
humidity, noise, and air quality. 

These components work together and 
affect whether a person’s experience is 
good or not. That’s Total Comfort.

Why comfortable outdoor 
spaces matter  
Balancing the need for city population growth, 
while keeping those cities liveable, doesn’t 
just happen by itself. If those city residents 
are to have a vibrant social and economic life, 
urban designers and planners must ensure the 
attractiveness and comfort of the public realm. 
Consider:

• A public square can be used for a greater 
variety of community events if the local 
microclimate is better engineered

• Residents will be more motivated to walk 
and cycle, rather than drive their cars, 
if conditions are more comfortable

• Commuters will be more likely to use public 
transit if it doesn’t mean waiting for transit 
in broiling summer sun or winter wind

• A restaurant can boost revenue if 
it can open its patio earlier in the 
spring and close later in the fall

All these factors add up to less air contaminants 
emitted because there is reduced need to drive 
a car.



They also help to achieve a city’s goals around sustainability 
and resiliency. By mitigating against the urban heat island 
effect, we help reduce the need for air conditioning, 
and therefore make cities more sustainable. And by 
designing cities in a way that takes future climate into 
account — for example, changes to temperature and 
precipitation patterns — we make them more resilient.

This calls for a Total Comfort outdoor environment 
— not too cold or hot, not too windy (but breezy 
enough to provide cooling on a hot summer’s day), 
with clean air and without excessive noise.

For many social advocates, a comfortable outdoor 
environment is an aspect of environmental justice — equal 
rights to comfort and health regardless of income level.

What are the elements of 
thermal comfort outdoors?
One of the most influential aspects of Total Comfort 
is Thermal Comfort, which has a huge impact on 
whether people enjoy an outdoor experience. RWDI 
has found that this goes well beyond the actual 
temperature, to consider managing factors including 
wind, humidity, temperature, and solar intensity. 

While these factors are environmental and impact 
everyone, individual factors also play a role in someone’s 
perception of comfort in the outdoors. Those factors 
include age, activity level, health, gender, clothing, and 
expectations. Targets for thermal comfort depend on 
many factors, including local demographics. For example, a 
public space near a retirement home, where many people 
have difficulty with extremes of temperature, should be 
designed differently from one near a college campus where 
there are more active, younger residents. These factors 
can be accounted for in comfort criteria/guidelines.

We look at how often a microclimate is within the range of 
acceptable comfort. We may not be able to make the public 
realm comfortable under all conditions, but we can increase 
the frequency of conditions that people find acceptable.

It’s important to note that while people have high 
expectations that indoor environments will be within a 
narrow range of “acceptable” conditions, they are much 
more tolerant of variation within the urban realm.

We’ll look at each of the four main factors influencing 
thermal comfort in turn — wind, humidity, temperature, 

and solar intensity. We’ll also look at how urban planners 
can make the spaces they design more comfortable for 
more people, under a wider range of weather conditions.

Wind — mitigating its positive 
and negative impacts
Tackling wind is a good first step to improve the comfort 
of the urban realm, as it affects safety as well as comfort.

In an urban environment, buildings can have a big impact 
on wind flows. For example, tall buildings intercept the 
wind and redirect it to where it can impact people on the 
ground, a phenomenon called “downwashing.” Winds tend 
to accelerate in gaps between buildings. Buildings also 
introduce turbulence, which can make winds gustier. All these 
effects influence someone’s comfort in the urban realm.

In colder climates you may want to prevent or reduce these 
effects, while in warmer climates, city planners might want to 
harness or encourage them.

Wind can impact people as a cooling breeze – or as a 
bone-chilling blast that turns what might otherwise be an 
acceptable temperature, into something most people want to 
avoid. By contrast, in hot seasons and climates, wind can be a 
way to help make an area more pleasant to be in.

This means that managing wind can go a long way to 
extending the usability of outdoor areas — a restaurant 
patio, maybe, or a park.

RWDI applied this idea in the work the firm did to help plan 
Sidewalk Labs, a smart-city project in Toronto to redevelop 
part of the Lake Ontario waterfront, on behalf of Alphabet, 
Google’s parent company. 
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THE BUILDING THAT KNOCKED PEOPLE OFF THEIR FEET

When the 32-story Bridgewater Place mixed-use tower 
was completed in Leeds, northern England in 2007, it was 
considered a landmark — the tallest building in Yorkshire. 

But the building soon attracted another kind of attention. 
People walking past it were literally being blown off their 
feet by powerful winds at ground level. In 2011, a man 
was killed when a truck fell on top of him, blown over 
by winds caused by the building. There were reports of 
severe pedestrian injuries also.

The source of the problem was that the building’s flat 
exterior faced the prevailing winds, and that wind got 
deflected downwards. This means that the wind striking 
the building’s face became more turbulent and directed 
such that by the time it reached the pavement, it was 
powerful. This amplified wind must go somewhere, and 
this often tends to be around the building’s curved north 
end. Even on days with only a light breeze elsewhere, 
pedestrians in the building’s area found themselves  
coping with powerful, swept-off-their-feet winds. 

Roads near the building were closed on days when 
there were high winds in the forecast. During those road 
closures, pedestrians would have to walk behind the three-
metre clear glass baffles, that were installed alongside the 
road to obstruct the flow of wind at ground level.

 
 
More recently, in 2017, three wing-like perforated six-
metre metal baffles were installed bridging Water Lane to  
further slow down the wind in the area where it tended 
to be the strongest.

Reports are that these changes have limited the scope of 
the problem around Bridgewater Place. Restrictions on 
pedestrians have been lifted, although some of the safety 
measures including a guard railing, pedestrian screens 
and warning signs will remain in place. 

Bridgewater Place is a tragic example of how a building’s 
original design did not take wind forces into adequate 
account.  One person was killed, and others were injured.  
The area around the building was uncomfortable for 
pedestrians and clearly not safe sometimes. 

The Coroners report (10th of January 2014) said “When 
considering the wind effect which is likely to be created 
by the construction of a tall building, appropriate criteria 
should be established in relation to the safety of all 
highway users; and, (2) Guidance should be provided 
to all planning authorities that consideration should be 
given to the wind effects of tall buildings upon all highway 
users namely high-sided vehicles, motor cars, motor 
bikes, pedal cycles and pedestrians.”

This is why cities need to have wind guidelines that 
specify what types of wind studies should be done for 
building developments, who is qualified to do them, what 
the studies should entail and the option of a peer review 
in these studies. The guidelines should be developed 
for each city because every city has their own vision for 
development within their neighbourhoods and each city 
has a unique microclimate.    

Reference: https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2014/06/Slaney-2014-0030.pdf
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RWDI’s work on this project shows some of the ways that 
good planning can support a more liveable city, including 
wind impacts. RWDI’s work included computer simulations of 
various possible street grids for the proposed community. 

RWDI found that models that involved traditional street grids 
with long thoroughfares would experience high winds at 
sidewalk level, a potential problem for the lakeside location. 
However, a street plan that broke up the streets to reduce 
long thoroughfares, was shown to successfully reduce wind 
speeds in the development. This was particularly evident for 
winds from the east and west, which are the prevailing winds 
along Toronto’s lakeshore.

Solar intensity

Like wind, sunshine is good when you want it, not so 
good when you don’t. Sunshine can make a warm place 
too hot, and a cool place tolerable. This means it’s 
important for cities to have the tools needed to provide 
Total Comfort under more conditions, with sunlight.

Wind and solar have something else in common too — they 
can be influenced directly, by measures that the city takes, 
such as wind breaks and shade trees. This makes them 
important levers that urban planners can use towards  
Total Comfort.

Solar intensity is, compared to other factors influencing  
Total Comfort, relatively easy to measure and predict.
Computers have long made it possible to carry out a  
shadow study — which is an analysisthat determines how 
much sunlight an area will receive, given the dimensions  
and location of a proposed building. It helps understand  
how much sun and access to daylight there will be  
in the public realm, or neighboring properties, of a  
proposed building.

More detailed analysis is now possible through factoring 
in reflectivity. Sunlight reflected off buildings may be 
positive if it brings more light down towards street level, 
and negative if it puts too much heat onto a street.

RWDI’s work on the Sidewalk Labs project in Toronto included 
ways to manage solar intensity that would be experienced in 
the development. RWDI carried out detailed projections of 
thermal comfort conditions with and without passive climate 
control. This means foregoing active control systems such 
as electrically-powered heaters, fans and air conditioning, 
in favor of measures like wind breaks to manage the 
impact of wind, and sun shades to reduce the sun’s power. 
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PEDESTRIAN WIND COMFORT GUIDELINES

Encouraging people to leave their cars parked, and walk 
to their destination instead, depends largely on making 
that walk an enjoyable experience. Wind comfort is a big 
part of that — striking a balance that is within the range 
that most people will find acceptable.

City planners and designers can play a big role in making 
this possible, through managing the impact a proposed 
development will have on pedestrian wind comfort. To 
do this, they can have as part of the planning process 
guidelines that require the assessment of Pedestrian 
Level Wind, or PLW. Benefits are:

• A PLW Guideline provides direction.  It requires that 
new building applications assess the development’s 
impact on wind experienced by pedestrians.  This 
requirement will allow for understanding of the 
impact of a new development on the quality of living 
and the use of the public realm.   If we understand 
potential impacts of a proposed development early in 
the planning and design process, there will be more 
options for wind control and mitigation strategies.    

• It provides clarity for the city and the applicant. The 
guideline will clearly specify when a wind study is 
required and when it is not.

• It outlines the requirements of the study. Guidelines 
that are too vague and open to interpretation may 
cause results to differ depending on which consultant 
prepares the report. Conversely, guidelines that are 
too prescriptive without any corresponding benefit 
can lead to confusion.  

• It helps the city and applicant to understand the 
results of the study, by specifying how the results 
should be presented in a graphical format that is 
easy to interpret.

• The guideline ensures that all developments are held 
to the same standard. 

The first step in creating an effective guideline for PLW 
is to develop criteria for pedestrian comfort and safety. 
This helps ensure that the public realm is comfortable 
for its intended use. We categorize winds based on 
activity levels (sitting, standing, walking) and look at the 
frequency of time. These are all customized for a city  
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based on the climate, culture, and preferences of 
members of the community.  The highest priority is 
to look at safety concerns — people with mobility 
impairments, including the elderly, are at risk of gusts 
that may knock them over. Cyclists can also be at risk 
from unexpected blasts of wind.

Some ways to manage pedestrian level wind are shown 
below.

As with most measures having to do with Total Comfort, 
the most effective wind control measures tend to be 
adjustments to the building made early in the design 
process, that relate to the location, orientation, height, 
massing, and form of buildings. Such adjustments are 
most effective in modifying the local wind climate. These 
large-scale modifications can be assisted by features like 
tower setbacks, large podiums, tower shapes, corner 
articulations, and colonnades/arcades. 

Once the orientation, siting and building massing 
have been addressed to minimize wind impacts of the 
proposed development, high-wind conditions may be 
further reduced using smaller-scale architectural features 
such as canopies and façade details.

Once all large-scale and architectural design options have 
been explored, localized features such as wind screens  
and landscaping may be explored. 

 
It is important to provide examples and guidelines  
of acceptable mitigation measures at various  
application stages.

An example of these ideas at work is a 2019 project RWDI 
did with the City of London to develop guidelines to 
better evaluate new building designs, and the impact they 
may have on their surroundings. As a bustling major city, 
with crowded, narrow streets and the continued demand 
for new high-rise office towers, the City of London is a 
prime example of a city where every new building affects 
numerous neighbors, including historic buildings and 
shared outdoor spaces.

These guidelines offer a consistent set of weather 
statistics and require any proposed building to be 
evaluated against comfort criteria specifically developed 
for the City of London. Wind effects on cyclists are also 
evaluated. The guidelines ensure a comprehensive 
understanding of wind microclimate around buildings 
before they are built.

To develop these guidelines, RWDI conducted city-wide 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and wind tunnel 
studies to establish current conditions and create 
a baseline to begin the process.  Once the current 
conditions and baseline are known, guidelines can be 
customized to the specific needs of the city.
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In some cases, these passive devices can be moved or 
changed — maybe with louvres that increase or decrease 
the strength of wind or sun — to modify the microclimate.
CFD studies and solar modeling work helped validate the 
efficacy of each approach — first modeling the baseline 
weather and climate conditions, and then assessing 
how our interventions would affect human experience. 
RWDI estimated that if these passive control measures 
had been implemented, this would have more than 
doubled the number of comfortable daylight hours 
each year for key spaces — from about 30% to 74%. 

These considerations were also applied in work RWDI did 
for Masdar City, an urban development planned for Abu 
Dhabi, in the United Arab Emirates. With a hot and humid 
climate and high levels of sunlight year-round, wind and 
sun are the prime influencers on thermal comfort.
This is in marked contrast to Toronto, where cold winter 

winds made it a priority to break up the wind flow 
by short thoroughfares. One of the design objectives 
in Masdar City was to encourage wind penetration, 
with wide, continuous streets, varied building heights, 
open courtyards, and wind towers. This would 
avoid air stagnation that causes heat buildup.

To manage solar intensity, shading would be provided 
through undercuts, canopies, trellises, sidewalk shading and 
landscaping. This would achieve the same effect as traditional 
urban architecture in that part of the world, which features 
overhanging buildings and other ways to provide shade.

In making these recommendations, RWDI used 
current meteorological data as well as projections 
for 2030, and carried out many computer 
simulations as well as wind tunnel tests to find out 
about air flow around projected buildings.
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DEVELOPING THERMAL GUIDELINES FOR THE CITY OF LONDON

The City of London was looking for a way to provide better 
thermal comfort for the many people who live and work 
in the “Square Mile,” which forms the historic centre and 
primary central business district of Greater London.

Accordingly, the City asked RWDI to prepare some 
Thermal Guidelines to promote Thermal Comfort. These 
guidelines help city planners better understand the impact 
of proposed developments on not just wind but thermal 
comfort, including the effect of solar radiation, temperature, 
and humidity.  Developers are now required to analyze 
the local microclimate and the thermal comfort impacts of 

their buildings at early stages in the design process.  The 
guidelines help to ensure the quality and experience of 
outdoor areas such as streets, alleys, parks, and terraces  
are maintained.  

In making cities a better place, science and engineering  
are the planner’s best friend, helping achieve the best 
outcomes – in a way that can be verified by performance. 
RWDI’s solid understanding of microclimate, and the  
best ways to use technical tools to develop workable 
guidelines and regulations, can help produce those  
good outcomes.
 



Temperature and Humidity – getting 
good at indirect controls
Wind and solar intensity can be influenced directly 
through measures like wind breaks and sun shades. 

But the next two factors — temperature and humidity — also 
play a huge role in someone’s comfort, and these cannot 
be as easily engineered. Urban planners are generally stuck 
with the temperature and humidity that Mother Nature 
provides for that particular spot on the globe. But there are 
indirect controls that improve the level of human comfort.

A person’s comfort is linked to the heat balance of the 
human body, which is made of heat generated by metabolic 
processes, balanced against heat lost by conduction, 
convection, radiation, and evaporation.  Wind speed 
affects convection and evaporation. This is recognized 
by use of the term wind chill — how cold it feels when 
the wind is factored in. For the homeless, that wind 
chill might turn what would otherwise be a survivable 
night-time temperature into one that can be deadly.

Humidity, while a factor in warm and hot conditions, 
isn’t a factor in wind chill because cold air has low 
moisture content. But humidity does affect the rate of 
evaporation, and this matters in warm and hot conditions. 

That’s because evaporation is one of the important 
ways humans have for regulating the temperature they 
experience. Sweating produces moisture on the skin, 
which evaporates to cool down the skin temperature. 

High humidity interferes with the rate of evaporation. 
Accordingly, many weather forecasts include the 
“humidex” — the temperature people experience, 
once the impacts of humidity are factored in.

Working with urban planners to 
develop thermal comfort guidelines
Urban designers have always been focused on  developing  
urban environments that are community-based and pleasant. 

What’s new is the ability for designers to incorporate wind, 
temperature, humidity, and solar radiation effects into a 
comprehensive set of outdoor comfort criteria. Previously, 
the complexity and computational effort involved in 
assessing the effects of many microclimate factors was just 
too much. But now, three factors have made this easier: the 
availability of detailed, location-specific meteorological data, 
more complex and detailed computer-based models, and 
more powerful computers able to use the data and models 
to produce results quickly. These three innovations combine  
to make it now possible to try out more “what-if” scenarios to 
find the overall best fit.
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These trends give urban designers many more options 
to achieve a comfortable outdoor environment. For 
example, wind and solar intensity can be managed in 
a microclimate — such as a public square — by many 
types of measures. These can include managing the 
shape and configuration of buildings overlooking the 
square to modify the amount of direct sunlight it receives, 
and the installation of sunshades and windbreaks. 

Increasing the flow of wind at an outdoor concert venue 
can increase the rate of evaporation, mitigating the 
impacts of a high humidex. On the other hand, reducing 
the flow of wind — and therefore wind chill — in a public 
ice-skating venue can make it more popular. We see this, 
for example in the Western Canadian city of Edmonton, 
that has a goal to be an outdoor winter city, where 
citizens and visitors can enjoy outdoor winter activities.

Cities can create thermally comfortable spaces by 
providing clear guidelines and regulations for developers 
and other project proponents. It helps if all concerned, 
including interest groups and the public, understand the 
purpose and principles behind those expectations.

In many cases, the best outcomes can be had only if 
the right choices are made in the early design stages. 
The idea of slowing the blast of winter winds with short 
thoroughfares at Toronto’s Sidewalk Labs could only 
be implemented in the early stages. Likewise, Masdar 
City’s streets could be designed to welcome air currents 
early before the big layout decisions had been made.

Some examples of effective urban planning measures 
are the new Thermal Comfort Guidelines prepared for 
the City of London. These guidelines tell developers 
in this tightly packed, city space what they must 
do to analyze the local microclimate and thermal 
comfort impacts of their proposed buildings. 

The analyses done will allow for improvements to the quality 
of outdoor spaces within the city. This will improve the health 
and wellbeing of residents, workers, and visitors, as well as 
improving the experience of walking and cycling in London. 
RWDI was the lead author of these world-leading Guidelines.

Bringing it all together to 
provide “Total Comfort”
The four aspects we’ve talked about — temperature, 
solar intensity, wind, and humidity affect thermal 
comfort.  But urban developers can go a step further 
to provide “Total Comfort,” which includes thermal 
comfort plus two more aspects: noise and air quality. 

Towards a better urban sound environment
Noise from vehicles, aircraft, transit, and other 
sources may seem like just an irritant, but it actually 
has measurable adverse health impacts.

The World Health Organization (WHO) calculates the 
burden of disease in terms of disability-adjusted life-years 
(DALY), a measure of overall disease burden expressed 
as the number of years lost due to ill-health, disability, or 
early death. The WHO estimates that a total of one million 
healthy life years are lost in Western Europe alone due to 
traffic-related noise. Leading impacts are ischaemic heart 
disease, cognitive impairment of children, sleep disturbance 
and tinnitus (ringing in the ears), and annoyance.1

Urban planners can look to the WHO Guidelines as an idea 
of the future of noise management — such as the WHO 
recommendation that keeping noise below 40 decibels at 
night is needed to avoid sleep disturbances as a potential 
indirect health impact of environmental noise.2,3

One of the most important priorities is to consider 
noise impacts early in the planning process. 

Too often, land-development projects are planned 
without consideration of the noise aspects. This 
means that by the time the acoustics professionals 
get involved, the big decisions have already been 
made, limiting the noise mitigation options. As a result, 
steps for keeping noise at an acceptable level may 
be costly and not as effective as they could be.

Considering the noise impacts early allows use of 
the most powerful tool in the acoustic professional’s 
toolbox — separation. The simple message is to put 
the loud things away from the things that need quiet. 
One reason this works so well is the “inverse square 
law” — sound intensity decreases inversely proportional 



to the squared distance. So, doubling the distance 
decreases the sound intensity by three-quarters.

If separation is not available or is limited, often the next 
best step, in absence of reducing the noise at its source, 
is to block the sound. Buildings can be used as screens 
to block the sound and create quiet outdoor spaces. 
This is a powerful tool in the toolbox of planners.

Even this is best worked into projects from the start. RWDI 
recently worked on a sports complex in the Middle East, 
in which the athletes’ dormitories were located close to 
a transportation route. Early consideration of the noise 
impacts allowed soil excavated from another part of the site 
to be repurposed as sound barriers. These “mesas” — named 
after large flat-topped hills common in the US South-west — 
were positioned to block transportation sound from reaching 
each of the dormitory buildings.

When they must be used, it’s better to have mitigation 
measures placed to block sound at the source – which 
often covers a smaller area than the receptor. It’s easier 
and cheaper to put up a sound-deadening berm beside a 
manufacturing plant, for example, than it is to build a berm 
protecting all the residential properties that may be impacted 
by that sound.
 
An important principle is to study the total sound 
experienced in each urban space, and the quality and 
desirability of that sound. Then, work towards reducing the 
amount of the unpleasant noise.

Providing clean(er) air
Air pollution is a problem in many cities.  Air quality can 
range from irritating odours to something that is deadly due 
to prolonged exposure.

For example, in a 2020 case, reported globally in the media, 
a UK coroner ruled that air pollution was a cause of death 
for a nine-year-old girl who had lived in a high-traffic area 
of London. The coroner said her death was caused by 
acute respiratory failure, severe asthma, and air pollution 
exposure. He added that she was exposed to nitrogen 
dioxide and particulate matter from traffic emissions greater 
than WHO guidelines.4 

The WHO guidelines on air quality are now being tightened, 
underlining the importance urban planners must place on 
this issue.

Ambient (outdoor) air pollution in both cities and rural 
areas was estimated to cause 4.2 million premature deaths 
worldwide per year in 2016. Much of this mortality is due to 
exposure to small particulate matter of 2.5 microns or less in 
diameter (PM2.5), which cause cardiovascular and respiratory 
disease, and cancers.5 

WHO sets recommended limits for health-harmful 
concentrations of key air pollutants both outdoors and 
inside buildings and homes, based on global synthesis 
of scientific evidence. These guidelines cover annual 
and daily concentrations of fine particulates, nitrogen 
dioxide, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide and ozone.5
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As with the WHO noise-related guidelines, urban planners 
can also use the WHO air pollution guidelines as a target to 
aim towards, and as an idea of future priorities, so they can 
plan accordingly.

As an example of acting on this issue, some cities including 
Hong Kong require “air ventilation assessments.”  They 
recognize that if wind speed is too low for a long period of 
time, air can become stagnant, resulting in poor air quality. 
The air ventilation assessments help to ensure that this does 
not happen.

But it’s important to strike the right balance. Wind can 
be used to improve air quality and thermal comfort, but 
too much wind causes issues with pedestrian comfort, 
so it’s important to look at everything holistically. And, 
air quality may warrant a more detailed review than 
ensuring adequate ventilation in street canyons.

Planners should be aware of this and use all the tools in 
their toolbox to avoid air quality issues. As with noise, 
separation by distance is the way to provide a good outcome. 

Other measures can be implemented, such as locating 
air handling units serving high rises away from sources 
– for example, on the roof of a tall building, if the cause 
of the pollution is vehicle exhaust at street level.

Urban planners can add “teeth” to the process of 
improving air quality if they have air quality assessments 
required as part of the rezoning and planning process.   

Comprehensive air quality tools involving modelling 
and measurements can be used to help inform 
policies to improve air quality at a regional level 
(ie. assessing whether it will help if a city’s bus 
fleet is converted from diesel to electric). 

RWDI works with city planners to develop workable, 
defensible, science-based guidelines. We can also work  
with public health authorities to study the impacts that 
proposed policies will have on the city’s air quality and 
human health.  A healthy city program is a focus of  
many municipalities.

The next step is yours
We can help you achieve that “sweet spot” of balance 
between a city’s density and its liveability.

Start this process by working with RWDI to develop some 
guidelines for studies developers must carry out to 
determine the impacts that their planned development 
will have on Total Comfort. This will help improve the 
quality of the public realm in your community.
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